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A third of all global vegetation is 
grass-dominated, a figure that rises 
to one half in Australia.  





Super-successful weeds  
Coolatai grass (Hyparrhenia hirta) 





Ecdeiocoleaceae 
 



Joinvilleaceae 



Flagellariaceae 





 



Grasses are plants 
that thrive on their 

own destruction 
 



“Fire-dependent plant communities burn more readily 
than non-fire-dependent communities because natural 
selection has favoured development of characteristics 
that make them more flammable.” 
 - Mutch (1970) Ecology  51: 1046-1051 

 



< Note the man 



“If large areas of northern Australia 

become dominated by gamba grass, 
the associated fire regime is predicted 
to transform Australia’s eucalypt-
dominated tropical woodlands into 
tree-free grasslands.”  

 - Queensland Government 

Thriving on its own destruction 



Thriving on its own destruction 
Research (and photos) by Michael Douglas 



‘If large areas of northern Australia 
become dominated by gamba grass, the 
associated fire regime is predicted to 
transform Australia’s eucalypt-dominated 
tropical woodlands into tree-free 
grasslands.’   
 - Queensland Government weed risk assessment 





Black Spear Grass 

The grass that 
destroyed the 

subcoastal sheep 
industry 



Grasses specialise not in protecting themselves 
against damage but in quickly replacing themselves 
afterwards.  
 
They can do this because they are exceptionally 
productive, fixing carbon more efficiently than most 
plants, in leaves that are short-lived and cheap to 
replace from growing points kept near the ground.  



Acacia jackesiana 



Closed forests 
increase from 27% 
to 56% of world 
vegetation  

 

 

 

Grasses 
displacing forests 
anticipated 
humans doing so 







buttongrass 

Calling it a grass is an understandable mistake 





Tom Gibson Nature Reserve, Epping Forest, Tasmania. Up to 
300 head of sheep run for plant conservation 





Ecosystem 
Engineer 



Photos by Toby Hudson 
Marcin Klapczynski 







Super-successful 
weeds 



‘Australia in 1788 was made, not natural.’  
 
– Bill Gammage, The Biggest Estate on Earth 
 



  
 

‘Counting something (e.g. a place) as purely 
human (or “cultural”) when it involves the labor 
of nature jointly with human labor  hides or 
denies the work of ecological systems and 
human dependency relations on it.’  
  
- Val Plumwood   
 

2006 Ethics & the Environment 11: 115-150 





Giant Reed (Arundo donax) 



Photos by Valerie Vartanian 

A target for biocontrol in California,  
and a major biofuel in Florida 







Peripitus 

Immigrant Birds 
 
Grass finches 
Grassbirds 
Songlarks 
Cisticolas 
Richard’s pipit 
Spinifexbird  
Welcome swallow 
Barn swallow 
Horsfield’s bushlark 
Pied chat 
 
Quail 
Grass owl 
Barn owl 

Grass seeds are the easiest to husk 

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Peripitus




Kangaroo Grass  
Themeda triandra 
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